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ISP Managed DNS Resolvers and Usage on the Rise

Over 65% of all Internet 
clients use default ISP 
configured DNS 
resolvers.

Increasing trend in 
deploying and 
managing local DNS 
resolver instructure due 
to regulatory mandates 
eg. filtering.

https://stats.labs.apnic.net/rvrs 
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DNSSEC Usage and Responses
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DNSSEC Usage and Responses
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Research Questions

1. To what extent do the recursive DNS resolvers provide “valid” and 
“correct” responses to DNSSEC enabled user queries?

2. To what extent are the recursive DNS resolvers validating the 
DNSSEC responses obtained from the name servers?
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Methodology

ZMap Scan for 
Open DNS 
Resolvers

101 Day external 
scan data from 
Shadowserver

9.97 Million 
resolvers

google.com A 
record 7.93 Million 

resolvers

Respond to 
DNSSEC 
queries

~2M resolvers do 
not respond to 

DNSSEC queries

26.97 Million 
unique IPs 

hosting open 
DNS resolvers

7.31 Million 
resolvers

Respond to 
DNSSEC 
queries

Shadowserver identifies ~2.5M open resolvers daily, the 
difference could be due to filtering opt-out requests 6



Types of Responses from DNS Resolvers

Query: google.com 

Record Type: A

DNSSEC (DO) bit set

Over 98% 
respond 

successfully
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Not all successful responses have correct IP addresses
Resolvers 

returning high 
number of IP 

addresses in the 
Answer tend to be 

100% valid.

Majority of the open 
resolvers return 

incorrect IP addresses 
that do not belong to 

google IP ranges 8



99% Invalid Answers point users to 4 Unique IP addresses

8.7.198.46

46.82.174.69

59.24.3.174

93.46.8.90

IPs returned from DNS resolvers 
matching GFW DNS injection fingerprint

99% of all invalid responses 
contain one of the same 4 

IP addresses.
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Included in the Cattle-CA 
module certificate of rancher



Resolvers Claim Authoritativeness of Answers …

Majority resolvers claim to be 
authoritative when resolving 

the query for google.com 

> ¼ of the resolvers claim to 
have validated DNSSEC 

responses … when none exist.
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Misconfigured/Incorrect DNS Resolvers are increasing

~35%
Resolvers are 
misconfigured
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Open DNS Resolvers are Extremely Transient

Only 2.1% of 
resolver IP 

addresses seen on 
the first day are 
available on the 

100th day.
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50% Resolvers are available for 2 days or lesser.

< 1 % of resolvers 
have long service 

uptimes

Speculation: New DNS Resolvers typically 
misconfigured to be public before becoming private. 13



In the presence of broken DNSSEC zones

~ 17% of the DNS resolvers responding to google.com queries respond 
successfully to brokendnssec.net

92% of resolvers answer with IP addresses of the zone and therefore do not 
respect  client set DNSSEC bit or validate the responses. 

Lesser IP answer invalidity, is google.com query a special case? 
How do we study response behavior for different queries?
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Conclusion and Gearing up for Future Challenges.

1. Increasing number of deployments of DNS resolvers
a. Discoverability is a challenge for IPv6 deployments
b. Transient nature of DNS resolvers makes it hard to study if IP rotations are performed. [Why?]
c. Harder to measure and study with increasing private in-network deployments.

2. Hard to report resolvers with incorrect behavior to operators.
a. There’s no disclosure process in place, risk amplification and reflection attacks.

3. Possibility for On-Path middleboxes tampering responses
4. Clients do not use DNSSEC DO bit by default, is it time they should?
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Thank You!
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